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Makedewa and Benjamin each had reasons to leave the Norse village more than a year ago.The

Powhatan warrior Makedewa hoped that time would heal the damaged heart of the woman he loved

and then they would both be ready to embark on a future together. The Norseman Benjamin prayed

that by leaving his family his sins might be forgiven. And perhaps, with time, he could forget the only

woman he ever loved - the wife of his Chieftain, the wife of his only brother.When a Seer named

Jora and a powerful Time Walker named Agnarr unexpectedly interrupt their journey, suddenly

Makedewa and Benjamin must face the past they fled from. Makedewa is forced to confront the

fears that drove him away. Benjamin must decide how strong the bonds of blood and loyalty truly

are, and if he is man enough to honor his vows.Can Makedewa and Benjamin protect the ancient

magic and sacred bloodlines, or are the Time Walkers destined to be just another forgotten footnote

in history?*The Time Walkers series*(Recommended reading order)The Legend of the

BloodstoneReturn of the Pale FeatherOf Vice and VirtueA Tale of Oak and Mistletoe
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Of Vice and Virtue is book three of the Time Walker series.I very much enjoyed this installment of



the story. I like how we got into the heads of more characters on a more equal basis, hearing more

from Makedewa, Benjamin, Rebecca, and new arrival Jora.I like the direction the story is moving in,

and the growth of the characters. Makedewa is coming to see there is more to life than his hatred,

and Benjamin is struggling to come to grips with the 'sins' of his mistakes. Rebecca has blossomed

into a strong, wise young woman who is learning about life's pleasures as well as its pain and plain

survival. Jora...she is a complicated character, and I look forward to learning more about her

motives and history. Can Benjamin really trust her?E.B. Brown continues to spin a spectacular tale,

set in this intriguing world of the Time Walkers. Given the teaser at the end for the next installment, I

can't wait to read "A Tale of Oak and Mistletoe."

Was ok , really liked the others earlier, though did like fact that same people from before in this one

too and then new ones added .

Although this was a novella, the story still grabbed me and held my interest to the last page. The

focus in this 3rd book is on the secondary characters and Ms. Brown skillfully developed them to the

point that the reader feels like she personally knows them. Benjamin has left the Norse and Indian

settlement and moved into an English settlement where he is working "undercover" so to speak, to

fulfill his sworn duty to protect the blooded MacMhaolian.I highly recommend this series and can't

wait for the next book.

The characters, in this 3rd book of the series, took such different directions than I expected. It kept

me completely enthralled, and I couldn't put it down. I read it in one day and started the on the 4th,

because I needed to see what would happen next. I bounce between being happy, sad and

frightened for the characters. Though we think of that period as simpler times, I don't think we truly

realize how difficult they were until we read something like this. This has been an eye opening

series, and I am very impressed with E. B. Brown's knowledge of the era. Thank you for another

wonderful read.

the book did not let the story down, There are times that I cheered, cried and wanted to strangled (

Benjamin).

A well written book.



I loved this bookÃ°ÂŸÂ˜ÂŠ...The weave of characters and the happenings from their perspective

pulls you into each of their lives . It's a difficult book to put down!

This was a very good series and I enjoyed it immensely. Time travel is a rich field for fiction. This

one combined Indian history and a great love story. The characters were developed well. The main

characters were young starting out and the story progressed with them having children and grand

children of their own. I really did not want it to end. Highly recommended.
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